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Abstract. Process participants need to learn how to perform in the
context of their business processes. Process training is challenging due to
cognitive difficulties in relating process model elements to real world con-
cepts. In this paper we present a 3D Virtual World (VW) process training
approach for office environments. In this VW, process participants can
experience a process in an immersive environment. They interact with
VW representations of process elements in changing locations, based on
process activities. By means of embodied 3D representation, deep immer-
sion and engagement in this environment, enhancements in long term
memory learning and episodic memory usage for knowledge retrieval
are expected. Our illustration of an example process model shows the
applicability of the approach. We list a number of future directions to
extend the use and the benefits.

Keywords: Process training · Visual metaphors · Human-centric
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1 Introduction

Process participants, individuals that take part in the performance of processes,
need to understand and learn those business processes to carry them out prop-
erly [21]. Business process models, or process models for short, are the most
commonly used medium to communicate process knowledge to process partic-
ipants [28]. A process model may cover a variety of perspectives including the
activities performed, their flow, the roles involved and data objects used and
produced [9]. As process models become complex by including more of these
perspectives, learning the processes becomes more difficult for process partici-
pants [11]. Process training is essential to overcome this learning problem [10].
In addition, it is seen as one of the top issues in the process modeling field [18].
One of the main challenges, in particular, is the difficulty of mapping real world
concepts to process model elements [7].
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To solve this problem, few process training approaches use the embodiment
of real life concepts and visual priming to stimulate the engagement of the
process participants with processes. Examples are two-dimensional token sim-
ulation [16], storyboards using representative images [20,37], physical artefact
representation [19], and modeling with digital tabletop interfaces [31]. Though
such approaches have their limitations and practical restrictions, they show the
potential to enhance the engagement of process participants and increase mem-
ory recall of process details. Virtual worlds (VWs) can be utilized to overcome
the problems of process training and provide a more practical, cost-effective and
scalable training environment. VW approaches have proven to be successful in
the process modeling field for eliciting process knowledge [14] and promoting
collaboration [35]. Two capabilities of VWs can particularly help to enhance
process training: (1) deep immersion of process participants by an embodied 3D
representation of the process environment, and (2) heavy engagement of process
participants via interacting with process concepts in the VW. By realizing these
capabilities in a VW process training environment, process participants may
store expertise in Long Term Memory (LTM) and in this way retrieve contex-
tual process knowledge from highly efficient episodic experiential memories.

The design of a VW is shaped by the real-life environment where a process
takes place. Processes may be categorized as information and material processes.
Material processes are performed using physical objects and artifacts (e.g. hos-
pital, manufacturing environments). On the other hand, information processes
are mostly performed in office environments, where the information work is con-
ducted using digital artifacts [27]. In contemporary organizations, there is a
significant shift to information processes in every domain [25]. A lot of organi-
zations now solely perform information processes; such as software development
companies and governmental organizations. Many others implement a high num-
ber of information processes although their core processes are material processes.
Therefore, organizations need to train their process participants –i.e. employees,
citizens, service users– for their information processes. In this paper, we focus
our approach on information processes, or office environments. Our general app-
roach assumes an extant model developed by other means; we are not describing
a method to perform process modeling in virtual reality, as this is covered else-
where [6]. Instead, our VR visualization approach ingests an annotated process
model, allowing it to represent, in 3D, information flow elements.

In this paper, we propose a 3D visualization approach for process training
in an office VW configured for process activities. We define a list of activity
patterns to categorize the activities in office environments and use them to con-
figure the VW. In this way, different activity types are distinguishably presented
in the VW. We use a human centric third person view to visualize the loca-
tion where the activity takes place, its process elements and their interactions.
A complete process experience is ensured by transitioning from one activity to
another through VW interactions. Our approach provides an embodied repre-
sentation of the users’ own workspace together with process concepts assembled
into the VW. We show the applicability of our approach on an example process
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model by using mockups. Due to the promising research showing the efficacy of
such VW environments in enhancing recall [14,34], we believe that the use of
our approach may improve process training via increasing the ability of workers
to recall process details, leading to greater productivity. Furthermore, such VW-
based process training should prove to be more engaging than standard training
methods, leading to an increase in the uptake of process training by workers.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe our VW
process training approach including the visualization components, activity pat-
tern definitions, design decisions and lastly the steps taken for process training.
We depict the application of our approach via mockups using an example process
model in Sect. 3. We present the related work on process training in VWs and
describe the derivation of activity patterns based on the literature in Sect. 4.
Lastly, we conclude the paper and present the future work in Sect. 5.

2 Visualization Approach Design

In this section we describe the design details of our approach. First, we describe
the components of the approach. Then, we provide the activity pattern defin-
itions used for the configuration of the VW. We discuss the underlying design
decisions for the VW. Lastly, we describe the steps taken in the VW to train a
process participant on a specific process instance.

Organizations need to provide training for their stakeholders, such as the
employees of a company or the users of organizational services. A pivotal issue
in this regard is the effect of the training on human Long Term Memory (LTM);
if those subjected to training can effectively recall the required information
depending on the context. There is an established view that domain experts
store expertise in LTM using knowledge structures in the form of schema. In
addition, experts exhibit superior retrieval from episodic memory than non-
experts for domain typical information [23]. This is largely because they can
access LTM to rapidly and reliably encode and retrieve the information, rather
than maintaining it in Short Term Memory (STM) alone. Access to episodic
memory is important for retrieving information in context. Basically, access to
episodes coded in memory similar to the current task, allow relevant information
to be retrieved to promote effectiveness in the task at hand. The question arises
whether immersive environments can enhance episodic memory. If so, these envi-
ronments would offer the potential for those being trained to more effectively
access their expertise in LTM for deployment after training. However, there have
been few studies aimed at assessing the performance of VWs and Virtual Reality
(VR) on episodic memory. Those studies that have been conducted on assess-
ing the effect of VR on human memory give rise for cautious optimism [14,34].
Thus we wish to develop a method that keys into the situated LTM memory of
process participants. In particular, we wish to design a visualization approach
that will allow people to relate the semantic knowledge of process models with
contextualized representations of standard offices, thus enabling the viewer to
relate the process model concepts to familiar desk elements in their workplace
that they remember via their LTM.
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2.1 Visualization Components

Figure 1 shows the components of our approach and how those components are
implemented. Drawing from task-oriented visualization approaches, such as [36],
we base our visuals on the information representing the state of process logic;
in this case the activity patterns. The related visualization task involves users
understanding the process elements being used in executing an activity –the
input/output data objects, roles and the systems used– and control-flow aspects
such as choices, via visual representations. The Design Decisions in Sect. 2.3,
based on the literature, have been used to fulfill this task by creating a configu-
ration pipeline, which we now describe.

Fig. 1. Approach components.

The approach takes as input a previously generated “3D Process Environ-
ment” and the “Process Model” which defines the process to be trained. The
process instance for which the training will be provided must be specified in
this process model. To apply the approach, we first handle each activity in the
selected instance of the input process model. First, the pattern of the activity is
identified based on the “activity pattern definitions”. The VW is configured for
the activity at hand based on its pattern. More specifically, the virtual environ-
ment where the activity takes place is designed based on the action type (i.e.
personal, decision, group, data transfer, delegation); and the interactions to take
place in the VW based on the related process elements (i.e. data objects, roles,
IT systems). Then, VW process elements are configured by placing the represen-
tations of the related process elements for the activity in the VW based on the
previous step. That is, for example, a representation of an input data object with
its label is placed in the activity’s VW environment as configured before. The
VW is lastly configured for visualization of the transitions between the activities
in the selected process instance. During the VW configuration, underlying “VW
visualization and animation design decisions” are utilized to enable the trainee
to relate process model concepts to their own environment.

Having a configurable approach facilitates progression, as required in training
scenarios. Such configurations provide a powerful generic basis for the representa-
tion of a large number of information process models by virtue of the generalized
3D environment (office) and the utilization of the generalized activity patterns.
In the next section, we introduce those activity patterns.
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2.2 Activity Pattern Definitions

In this section, we explain our approach to categorize the process activities as
patterns and present the list of activity pattern definitions. Then, we explain
how we identify the pattern an activity belongs to, i.e. using its action category,
relations with other process elements and verb phrases used in the action.

Activities are the building blocks of process models [29]. They specify the
actions performed in the process model. Model readers comprehend the process
models based on the activity type [24]. In one dimension, the inherent nature
of an action indicated by the activity’s textual label impacts how the model
readers understand the process [29]. On the other dimension, the activities in
a process model are characterized by the process elements related to them [21].
For example, if a data object is connected to an activity as an output, this means
that such an output is created as the activity is performed.

Table 1 shows the activity patterns we identified for information processes.
We developed this categorization based on the two dimensions of an activity;
i.e. the action and the element relations. Category and sub-category columns
in Table 1 show the patterns grouped on the action dimension. The last four
columns display the possible relations for an activity pattern. We distinguish the
patterns under each sub-category by a different combination of relations with
roles, inputs and outputs. Below, we further describe the rationale for using these
dimensions.

Action type: Activities can be classified based on the inherent nature of the
action specified in the label as the verb phrase [38]. As an example, “prepare
problem report” is an activity label and “prepare” is the verb phrase, thus the
action in this activity. As seen in Table 1, activities can be mainly categorized
for being performed individually or in a collaborative setting [7]. Then they

Table 1. Activity pattern list

No Category Sub-category Pattern IT System Role Input Output

1 Individual Personal Prepare O - O X

2 Examine O - X -

3 Perform O - - -

4 Decision Approve O - - -

5 Evaluate O - X O

6 Collaboration Group Meet O I/X O -

7 Work mutually O I O X

8 Data transfer Request info O I - -

9 Inform O I - I

10 Receive O I X -

11 Send O I - X

12 Delegation Assign task O I O O
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are sub-categorized. An individual activity may either be a personal activity,
or a decision activity, which is followed by alternative outcomes. Collaborative
activities can be categorized as group activities performed by multiple roles, data
transfer and delegation activities [7].

Process element relations: Activities in a given sub-category can further be
distinguished based on their relations with other process elements. Such relations
are shown as elements connected to the activity in process models or as men-
tioned in the activity label. More specifically, the following process elements can
be related to an activity: (1) the IT systems on which the activity is performed,
(2) the roles involved in the activity, and (3) the data objects as inputs or out-
puts. Each pattern under a sub-category has a different possible combination of
related process elements.

Based on these two dimensions, we define an “activity pattern” as a recurrent
business function to fulfill a certain type of action in an office environment and
based on the action, display a set of relations with data objects, roles and IT
systems. The last four columns in Table 1 display the relations with other process
elements relevant for an activity pattern. The column Role is marked with an
“X” or “I” if a role other than the performer is involved in the activity. Such kind
of patterns represent namely collaborative [26] or group [7] type of activities. For
individual activity patterns, there is no related role other than the performer of
the activity, which is indicated by a “-”. In only one pattern, meet, involvement
of roles may be depicted explicitly in the process model (indicated with an
“X”). At other times, the implicit inclusion of another role is indicated through
the activity label such as “Define project plan with contract manager”. Such an
implicit relation to a role is indicated with an “I”. The columns input and output
in Table 1 show the possible data object relations for an activity. For example,
for the activities of type prepare pattern, an input data object may or may not
exist (indicated with “O” to show optionality) but an output data object should
always take place (indicated with an “X”). For the “inform” pattern, the output
is implicit as there is a hidden output in the form of information. The use of an
IT system in a process model is optional for all patterns. Although an activity-
system is not a distinguishing relation for the patterns, we show it to make the
relation visible.

In Sect. 4, we explain the existing literature we used to derive the activity
patterns. We evaluated the suitability of the activity patterns on two example
process model sets. Namely, we used (1) project management processes of a
company containing 37 activities, and (2) requirements management processes
of another company containing 54 activities. We mapped each activity label to
the related pattern to ensure all activities correspond to a pattern.

Pattern identification for an activity: To configure the VW for a specific process,
we identify the pattern each activity belongs to. We first determine in which
category and sub-category the activity falls into based on the action in its label.
Then, we look into the process elements the activity is related to. The pattern
is identified based on the matching relation set in Table 1. For example, we look
into the activity named “update problem definition” in Fig. 4. We first identify
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that it is in “personal” sub-category. Then we observe that the activity has an
output, which indicates that it is of “prepare” pattern. The verbs in the activity
label indicating the action type provide us a hint to easily identify the pattern an
activity falls into. There may be a variety of verbs used to indicate an activity
in a specific pattern [29]. We gathered the exemplary verbs found in activity
labels from the literature, WordNet synonyms and exemplary process models.
We provide here the example verbs for three patterns:

– “Prepare” pattern: “complete, create, make, define, specify, develop, update,
modify, change, finish, implement, and close”.

– “Request info” pattern: “communicate, ask question, and consult”.
– “Delegate” pattern: “hand out, appoint, and designate”.

2.3 VW Visualization and Animation Design Decisions

The design decisions made in our visualization approach are described below,
with related literature, to describe the reasoning in our visualization designs.

Information Process Environment - as previously mentioned, informa-
tion processes are heavily office based [27]. Therefore, we present the process
model concepts within a generic 3D office environment. The intention of this
office representation is to train people in process concepts, and specifically, map-
ping the concepts to real-life execution. The intention is not to provide an oper-
ationally detailed interactive system, but to present information focused on the
transitioning of process activities, data objects, roles and certain control per-
spective elements. Thus, the interactions in the environment focus on the process
activities, not detailed animations of all artifacts in the office. We assume a single
instance of the process is executing in the VW office.

Location-based Activities - process activities are placed within an office
in discrete locations, such as desks and meeting rooms. Locational memory is
shown to be an effective method for remembering abstract lists [3] due to the con-
textual elements present at each location, and the embodied cognition involved
in remembering locations (viz. using your body to compute locations and dimen-
sions) [22].

Third Person View - in our approach, the user views the other avatars
within the environment to observe their tasks. For this, we utilize what is known
as a third person viewpoint, as it has been shown to work well for training
scenarios. In this way, users are able to understand their tasks by subjectively
observing someone perform the tasks [4].

Human Resource Centric - our view is focused on the tasks performed by
humans as activity patterns [7], thus each view has an avatar representing a role
within the resource perspective of a process model. The organizational element
or swimlane constructs in process modeling notations are mapped directly to a
resource role representation, shown by a role-labeled model of a person.

Process Element Visuals - we need to design appropriate activity annota-
tions to visualize the transition steps in the execution of an activity in a process
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model. Visualization design frameworks [36] direct the development of user task-
oriented visuals. We do not seek to show people performing the work physically,
as the work is mostly performed at a desktop or laptop computer. The visual-
ization elements are icons for providing insight into the execution of the process
model. Specifically, our visualization approach provides visual support for insight
into the control, data and resource perspectives of the underlying information
process.

Interaction Basis - since the visualization is focused on the control flow
order, human and non-human resources and the data perspective, there are no
other interactions or detailed IT system interfaces required. Actions are reduced
to simple clicks centered on the activity to be executed for purposes of generality
(easy to configure from a file), multiple media implementations (such interactions
are appropriate for mobile VR headsets), simplicity in training (low barrier to
entry for interaction complexity) and lastly, mapping well to the theoretical
underlying models with transitions occurring as a generalized workflow model.
That is, tasks are performed in a sequence, and choices are made by an actor
within an organization.

2.4 Process Training Steps

We now present the details of how a process participant uses the process visual-
ization approach to receive training for a process. The generic interaction scheme
is presented in Fig. 21. This scheme is configured to represent all activity pat-
terns. For each pattern the input data objects and the role(s) that provide data
appear on the upper left, the systems used in the upper middle and the output
data objects, the role(s) to whom data is provided or a task is delegated on the
right, with each element appearing after a single click on the activity. When a
choice needs to be made, a dialog box is shown in the VW in front of the role
with the annotated arcs being represented on the dialog. In our visualization
approach, the dialog is shown, but the path is chosen by the process instance,
highlighting it in a different color, as shown in Fig. 3 (see Footnote 1).

Fig. 2. General approach to visualizing activity patterns.

1 Computer and Man Icon - Designed by Freepik and distributed by Flaticon - http://
www.flaticon.com/.

http://www.flaticon.com/
http://www.flaticon.com/
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Fig. 3. General approach to visualizing choice for decision patterns.

Utilizing the above visual structures, the activities and transitions between
them are interactively visualized with the following steps, each enacted by click-
ing on the activity box (see https://youtu.be/h6ZKACo9xxE for example video):

1. Present activity is shown in front of a role in red for an available activity with
traffic light metaphor [5];

2. Clicking on the activity commences it, turning it amber to represent “in
progress”;

3. Input data objects and/or roles from which data is obtained for an activity
appear to the left as a labeled icon, with an arrow pointing right;

4. Systems used in the activity are shown in the middle;
5. Output data objects and/or roles to which data is provided or a task is

delegated by the activity appear to the right as a labeled icon, with an arrow
pointing to it;

6. Activity changes color to green to indicate its successful completion;
7. If the activity is a Decision pattern, then a choice dialog box appears in front

of the role.
8. Final clicking on the activity automatically transitions the user to the next

role location for the next activity; this may be the same location if the next
task is performed at the present location by the same role.

In the next section, we illustrate the application of our approach on an example
process.

3 Example Application

In this section, as a form of validation by example, we show the application
of our generic visualization approach to an example process model. We argue
that we can show nearly every configuration of an office process model by using
activity-pattern based representation within a 3D VW.

Our example process model shown in Fig. 4 is about resolution of prob-
lems in an organization for a corporate IT system, with three roles (namely
the Requestor, Support and the Developer). In this model, we utilize Business
Process Model and Notation (BPMN) symbols2 to illustrate our example. Many
2 http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/2.0/.

https://youtu.be/h6ZKACo9xxE
http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/2.0/
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other notations and modeling styles are found in practice for control-flow based
process modeling. Our VW visualization approach based on the activity patterns
is applicable in the same way for other available notations.

The example process from Fig. 4 is triggered when a problem is identified
for the corporate system. The first activity is to prepare a problem report by
the Requestor role on the Ticket Management System. Once the initial prob-
lem report is created as the output data object, the Support role evaluates the
problem definition using this report. The result of the evaluation may lead to
three alternative flows. If the problem cannot be identified, the Support requests
more information on the problem. If the problem is not relevant, the Support
defines the problem rejection reason on the Ticket Management System, then
informs the Requestor on the problem rejection and the process is finalized. If
the problem is accepted, the Support assigns a developer to resolve the problem
by using the resource plan. Then, the rest of the activities are executed until the
problem is resolved. Below we present our VW visualization approach for the
process instance highlighted in red in Fig. 4.

For each pattern we provide the name of the base pattern, and then show
how the base visualization is configured for the underlying pattern, including the
visuals and the interaction steps. Three roles from the process model have been
instantiated within the departments; they are shown at three different desks to
motivate the user to move around the space. The following examples specifically
illustrate the patterns 1, 5, 7, 11 and 12, listed in Table 1. An example is provided
for each sub-category, viz. personal, decision, group, data transfer and delegation,
giving an informative explanation of all the visualization concepts needed for
the patterns. Start and end nodes are removed for clarity. Repetitions of similar
patterns within the instance are also suppressed in detail for clarity. We now
exemplify the use of the process visualization approach on the process instance
marked in red on Fig. 4. For the selected activities, we list the interaction steps
performed by clicking on the activity box and provide visualization examples
from the configured VW.

Activity 1. “Prepare Problem Report” (prepare pattern in personal sub-
category) (see Fig. 5):

1. Show input(s) - None;
2. Show system - Ticket Management System;
3. Show output(s) - problem report [initial].

Activity 2. “Evaluate Problem Definition” (evaluate pattern in decision sub-
category) (see Fig. 6):

1. Show input(s) - problem report [initial] ;
2. Show system - None;
3. Show output(s) - None;
4. Show the choices following the activity.

Activity 3. “Assign Developer for Problem Resolution” (assign task pattern in
delegation sub-category) (see Fig. 7):
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Fig. 4. Example problem resolution process model
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(a) 1. Initiated. (b) 2. Commenced. (c) 3. Finalized.

Fig. 5. Prepare pattern example images for each step showing an output document
created using an information system.

(a) 1. Initiated. (b) 2. Commenced. (c) 3. Finalized.

(d) 4. Choice.

Fig. 6. Evaluate pattern example images for each step with a choice dialog.

1. Show input(s) - Resource Plan;
2. Show system - None;
3. Show output(s) - None;
4. Show the delegated role - Developer Role.

Activity 4. “Perform Root Cause Analysis” (perform pattern in personal sub-
category) with no visible inputs or outputs.

Activity 5. “Define Problem Resolution Plan with Support” (work mutually
pattern in group sub-category) (see Fig. 8):

1. Show input(s) - None;
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Fig. 7. Assign pattern example image for the last step.

Fig. 8. Work mutually pattern example image for the last step.

2. Show system - None;
3. Show output(s) - Problem resolution plan [final] ;

Activity 6. “Implement Problem Resolution” (prepare pattern in personal sub-
category) with input problem resolution plan [final], using Corporate IT System
and output problem report [implemented].

Activity 7. “Report Support on Problem Resolution” (send pattern in data
transfer category) (see Fig. 9):

1. Show system - None;
2. Show output(s) - problem report [resolved] ;
3. Show the role the data object is sent to - Support.

Activity 8. “Verify Problem Resolution” (evaluate pattern in decision sub-
category) with the input problem resolution plan [final] and no output, followed
by a choice dialog.

Activity 9. “Report Requestor on Verified Problem Resolution” (send pattern
in data transfer sub-category) with the output problem report [verified] and the
Requestor role the data object is sent to.
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Fig. 9. Send pattern example image for the last step.

Activity 10. “Approve problem resolution” (approve pattern in decision sub-
category) with the input problem report [verified], using the Ticket Management
System, followed by a choice dialog.

Activity 11. “Close Problem” (prepare pattern in personal sub-category) with
the input None, using the Ticket Management System and producing the outputs
Problem Report [closed] and Corporate Problem List.

4 Related Work

In this section, we first introduce the prominent work we used on VW process
training and provide a comparison with relevant solutions. We then introduce
the pattern-based approaches in process modeling and explain how we derived
the activity patterns based on the literature.

4.1 Process Training in VWs

This research builds on the pioneering work performed using VWs to solve
modeling, simulation and elicitation problems in process management field
[6,7,13,14,32]. However, this paper is one of first to proceed in the direction
of using 3D VWs and VR to train people in information process model concepts
via a generic and configurable 3D VW visualization approach. Most research in
3D VWs focuses on simulating operational physical tasks in 3D environments
[39]. Closer to our work, other 3D VW process research work involves the use of
process software systems, such as BPML, to assist in training physically based
applications (e.g. healthcare) [8]. These systems do not emphasize informational
flows as part of the training as done in this paper.

Amongst industry process simulation systems [17], the closest to our work
is OnMap (www.onmap.com), a 2.5D world system for visualizing business
processes. However, in comparison to OnMap, we have formalised process repre-
sentations more clearly from a theoretical pattern basis, improving the mapping
between the defined process perspectives. In addition, we offer the concept and
option of using immersive VR to enhance training in information process knowl-
edge by improving LTM recall.

www.onmap.com
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Table 2. Work utilized on defining activity patterns

Pattern category Pattern sub-category Related work

Individual Personal Mendling et al. [29], Fleischmann et al.
[12], Brown et al. [7]

Decision Thom et al. [40], Brown et al. [7]

Collaboration Group Lonchamp [26]

Data transfer Thom et al. [40], Mendling et al. [29],
Brown et al. [7], Fleischmann et al.
[12]

Delegation Brown et al. [7], Lonchamp [26], van der
Aalst et al. [2]

4.2 Patterns in Process Modeling

Patterns have been applied to define recurrent solutions to frequent problems in
the process modeling field, and ever-increasing usage is expected [15]. A review of
collaborative work reveals the variety of pattern usage [41]. The pattern concept
is most heavily used in the definition of workflow patterns [1]. They proved to
be helpful in a VW study where the purpose was to visualize the assignment
of resources to workflow tasks [13]. However, they characterize how the systems
work, rather than how the humans perform the processes. Other studies define
patterns for a collection of activities rather than individual activities; i.e. for
identifying reusable activity sets or specifying good practices [30,40].

We harnessed knowledge from the literature to identify the activity categories
and define the patterns. Table 2 summarizes the work we used for each pattern
type. We first categorized the patterns as individual and collaboration [41]. We
then further sub-categorized them based on the type of the action performed
[7,29,38]. We used the verb categorization of Mendling et al. obtained by a
synonym-analysis of the well-known SAP and MIT Process Handbook reference
models using WordNet [29]. We then incorporated the rest of the patterns based
on other works such as collaborative work patterns [26], and micro workflow
patterns [1,40].

5 Conclusion/Future Work

In this paper, we introduced an approach for training process participants in
VWs to overcome the difficulties of process learning in office environments. We
namely address the problem of mapping real world concepts to process model
elements. In this approach, 3D VWs are used to visualize the office environments
where information processes are performed. The approach includes the design
of a dynamic training environment in which process participants interact with
the process model elements represented as VW artifacts. We use the concept of
activity patterns to categorize the activities in process models. The design of the
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VW training environment and the interaction of the process participant with the
VW elements are based on these patterns. We used the approach of validation
by example to show the applicability of this training environment for a problem
resolution process model.

The contribution of this paper is the introduction of a visualization approach
for developing a VW process training environment that can provide significant
benefits in process learning. A deep immersion of the process participants into
the represented processes is enabled by means of the embodied 3D representa-
tion of their workspace. Moreover, the interaction features may heavily enhance
engagement with the process concepts. Both factors promote the learning expe-
rience to be stored in LTM and process knowledge to be reused efficiently from
episodic memory.

Potential limitations of this work arise from the lack of experimental research
to validate the expected benefits with real process participants. The next planned
step of this work is the development of a VW process training application sup-
porting our approach and evaluating the effect of the approach on process learn-
ing. In addition, we foresee various potential extensions to widen the usability
of the approach. We plan to follow the “crawl-walk-run” approach to design a
progressive training schema [33]. Our current design presents the “crawl” level
where the VW is fully configured. This can be extended to more advanced train-
ing by reducing help and requiring more recall of the work. To support those
levels and enhance the user experience, other views are to be added to the VW.
For example, an orthographic overview is needed for the user to manually “go”
from one location to the other in the VW. Such a view also facilitates the ability
to visualize parallelism, which is presently absent in our approach. A dynamic
process model view may be integrated to enhance the understanding of process
model notation constructs. Potential extensions are planned on the inclusion of
automated activities that do not involve humans and support for information
processes other than office workspaces (such as outdoor mobile spaces).

Other improvements are to be supported with technological advancements.
Virtual Reality (VR) devices have been shown to significantly enhance user
immersion, which is easy to implement in our approach specifically as a “crawl”
level. Another long term plan is the use of 3D scanning camera solutions to
easily digitize the process participants’ own workspace and provide the highest
level of reality. Moreover, the identification of the activity patterns for a process
model may be automated by using Wordnet’s synonym sets, implementing a
self-learning mechanism and analyzing element relations in the process model.
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